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1. INTRODUCTION 
Markovian sequential decision problems have been originally introduced by 
Bellman [I l] and studied by many authors. In the elegant paper [6], Blackwell 
has defined an optimal policy, termed P-optimal one, which maximizes the 
total expected return with discount factor p and established the existence of a 
stationary p-optimal policy for a discrete time parameter Markov decision 
problem. Lippman [3] has shown that the set of p-optimal policies consists of 
the policies of which actions belong to the specified set. 
On the other hand, Miller [l] h as extended Blackwell’s results to a con- 
tinuous time parameter Markov decision problem, and defined an a-optimal 
policy. Howard [2] has developed the dynamic programming algorithm, 
called Policy Iteration Method, for the determination of a stationary ,%optimal 
policy and shown that the algorithm can be applied to both discrete and 
continuous time parameter Markov decision problems. Authors [7] has 
established the linear programming formulation using some transformation 
from a continuous Markovian decision problem into a discrete one. 
This paper is concerned with a continuous time parameter Markovian 
decision problem with finitely many states and actions. It is shown that the 
whole results of Lippman [3] are generalized to the continuous time para- 
meter case. 
An upper bound of the number of or-optimal regions and a simple proce- 
dure to find them are proposed from the view point of a sensitivity analysis. 
Moreover, the limitting properties of a-optimal policies and the set of 
optimal policies in some sense are discussed. 
2. DEFINITION 
Consider a system that is observed sequentially at any time instant. The 
system may be in one of N states numbered 1, 2,..., N at any instant. Let Fi 
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be the set of actions available in state i (I < i < N). If the system is in 
state i and action a is chosen from the set Fd then a bounded expected return 
r(i, a) is received, and the system is moved to a new state j by a probability 
law q(j 1 i, a), j = 1, 2 ,..., N, where q(j / i, a) is the transition rate from state i 
to statej and satisfies the following equation. 
iI !zu I i, 4 = 0 
0 < Q(j I i, 4 -=c a (j f-i). (1) 
The data r(i, u) and q(j 1 i, a) are known to the decision-maker and depend 
only on the current state i and action a, regardless of prior states and actions. 
Therefore the probability &(t, a) that the system will be in state j at time 
t + At, given that the system is in state i at time t and action a E Fi is always 
used in the time interval [t, t + At), is given by 
pij(t, a> = q(j I i, a) At + o(At)* (2) 
Let F = )(f”=, Fi . A policy r is a Lebesgue measurable function on time 
[0, CO) into F, and using a policy n means that if the system is in state i at 
time t, the action chosen is ni(t) which is the ith element of r. A stationary 
policy, denoted as f m, is a sequence of actions with only one action chosen in 
each state and any such sequence of actions constitutes a policy. A policy 
w(t), 0 < t < co, is called piecewise constant if for all T the interval [O, T] 
can be partitioned into a finite number of sub-intervals [0, tl), (tl , Q,..., 
(tmel , T], such that n(t) is constant on 5 E (tj , tj+& 0 <j < m - 1. It was 
shown by Miller [l] that a piecewise constant policy is optimal among the 
class of measurable policies. A piecewise constant policy n is described by a 
sequence of the form (f(l), t, , f (2), t, ,...), where f(i) EF, 
Then the stationary policy f” defined above is the sequence f (1) = f, 
t, = co, since n(t) = f for all t. 
Let r(f) be the N x 1 column vector with the ith element r(i,fi), and 
Q(f) be the N x N Markov infinitesimal generator matrix with (i, j) element 
p( j 1 i, fJ. Let Sz be the set of all piecewise constant functions on time into the 
state space. When w E 52 is a sample path of the system and policy rr is used, 
the return to the system in the interval [0, T] is given by 
s 
T  
e-=“+4), dew) dt (3) 
0 
where 01(0 < 01 < CO) is a discount factor. 
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One of the objects in Markovian sequential decision problem is to find 
the piecewise constant policy n that maximizes the expectation of Eq. (3). 
Let +(t>, sdt)) b e measurable with respect to the product set (9 x M), 
where S denotes the a-algebra generated sets in time [0, I’]. Then it is 
able to interchange the integral and the expectation from Fubini’s theorem. 
Hence it is sufficient to find the piecewise constant policy that maximizes the 
vector 
V&r) = J, e-atP(t, 7r) r(?r(t)) dt. (4 
The policy which maximizes Eq. (4) is called a-optimal policy. In the fol- 
lowing, the set of a-optimal policies is arousing much interest. 
3. THE SET OF C+OPTIMAL POLICIES 
In this section, some properties of u-optimal policies are considered. The 
methods are familiar to the work of Lippman [3] for a discrete case. 
Let A(a) be the set of or-optimal policies and F(or) be the nonempty set 
defined as follows: 
F(a) = {f EF :f” E A(a)), a > 0. (5) 
THEOREM 1. If each action of policy r belongs to F(E), then VT belongs to 
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Proof. For the convenience, consider the operator H( f; t) defined by 
H(f; t) w = /Ie-atP(r,f)r(f)ds + e-atp(t,f)w, (6) 
where w is the N x 1 column vector. For a policy (f, t, a), we have 
v,(f, t, 4 = H(f; t) v,W. (7) 
Note that H(f; t) is monotone; i.e. u > v implies H( f ; t) u > H(f ; t) v, 
where for any N x 1 column vectors u, TJ, 
u 3 v means (u)i > (v)~ , i = I,..., N. 
In the meantime, let’s prove Theorem 1. First of all, let’s show by induc- 
tion that 
TT E A(a) if 77 = h , g”), (8) 
where T, = (fi , t, ,fi ,..., fn , t,), and g and fi (i = 1, 2 ,..., n) belong to 
F(ol). 
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For n = 1, 
It is obvious that 
2-r = b-1 , $7”) = (fl , t, , g^). 
V&d = Wf,; td yak”) = Wfli t1) Vfl”) = V,(fli fl ,fl”) 
= V,(fl”), 
because for g”, f” E A(a), or-optimal policies give the same expected return 
V,(fl”) = Vdg”). 
Consequently 
57 E A(a). 
Suppose that Eq. (8) is satisfied for 1 < i < n. Then, 
v&d = ~&Y 
since 7r E A(or) and g” E A(a). 
From z- = (z-, , g”), we have 
V,(g”) = V,(T) = VoL(fl , t, v-,fn , t, 9 g”> 
= H(f,; b) Wf,; 4 - 4) **. Wfn; Ga - ha-l) ~&“). 
(9) 
Let 
iT n+1 = h ,fn+1 1 bL+,) and rr' = ( "n+l,g 9. 
Then 
On the other hand, 
H(fn+l; tn+l - L) ~&“> 
= 
s 
t ntrhz 
e+‘f’(s, fn+J r( fn+J ds + ema(tn+l-tn)P(t,+l - tn , fn+d I, 
0 
= [I _ ,Q(~,+,)(t,+,-t,),-~(t,+l-t3] v,( f nm,l) 
+ e-4t'-*n)p(tn+l - 4z 9 fn+d V&g”) = V&g”)* 
From Eq. (9), the following equation holds: 
V&T’) = V&g”). 
Therefore, 
Q-r’ E A(a). 
Hence Eq. (8) is satisfied for all of finite n. 
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In the following, let each action of rr belong to F(U). Let nn be the policy 
consisting of the first 71 actions of rr. That is n = (?T, ,fn+r ,...). Consider the 
case as n tends to infinity. Let each action of rr belong to F(a), and 
T%=(f t f t ) n+l, m-1 9 n+2 P n+2 9*** 9 n = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then, for Trr 
Similarly, 
VJ Tn) = H( f2; t2) V,( T2r) 
= [I - eeOLt2P(t, f2)] VJ f2) + emat2P(t2 , f2) V,( T2n). 
Consequently, 
v&r) = i (Ci-1 - Ci) v,( fi> + CnVJ-), (10) 
i=l 
where 
C. = e-(tl+“*+‘i) fi P(tl, ,fk) z and Co = I. 
Given E > 0, take sufficiently large t such that e-atV&gm) < ~1. From the 
definition of t and Eq. (IO), the following inequality holds. 
So that n E A(or) since E > 0 is arbitrary and the proof is complete. 
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It is noted that the monotone operator H(f; t) plays an important role 
in the above proof. An excellent work of Denardo [9] shows that the con- 
traction mapping is a powerful concept for dealing with Markov decision 
problems, and H(f; t) should appear to be a contraction mapping which 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5 of [9]. As was pointed out by Miller [ 11, 
however, H(f; t) does not satisfy Denardo’s contraction hypothesis, because 
the t in H(f; t) is not bounded away from zero so that there is no uniform 
contraction. 
THEOREM 2. The set of a-optimal policies A(a) is the set of the policies of 
which actions belong to F(a). 
Proof. It is known that the set of a-optimal policies includes at least one 
stationary policy g”. Suppose that there exists an a-optimal policy having the 
form of (f, t. g”). Since the two a-optimal policies define the same expected 
return, we can put 
V&f> 4g”) = Va(g”)- 
Then, 
V,( f,  4g”) = 1: e-““P(s,f) r(f) fh + e-atP(4f) V&T). 
From the definition of transition probability, we have 
P(s, f) = eQtfjs. 
Then 
Va(gm) = [Q(f) - 0r1]-~ [e(Q(f)-al)t - I] r(f) + e(Q(fJ-ml)tVm(gm). 
Therefore 
v,(g”) = [I - e(Q(f)-al)t]-1 [Q(f) _ &l-l [e(Q(f)-d)t -11 r(f) 
= V-Q(f)l-‘r(f) = V&f”). 
Thus 
f EFb)* 
That is to say, for the a-optimal policy (f, t, g”), the stationary policy f  9 
is a-optimal. Therefore, for any policy 7r = (f, rr’) and an a-optimal policy 
(f,g”), we have 
V&f, r’) < I/‘ol(f, g”). 
Take rr = (fi , fa ,...) E A(a) and supp ose that fi E F(a) for 1 < i < 12, and 
fn+l $ F(a). Then 
vat fn+l 9 g”) < ~&“>* 
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From Eqs. (lo), (11) and the hypothesisf,,, $F(a), the following inequality 
follows. 
-=I i (Ci-, - Ci) V,( fi”) + Cn~&? = ~7&, 9 g”). 
i=l 
However, this contradicts the hypothesis that n E A(a). Thus, we have 
fi EW for all i. 
This completes the proof. 
It is noted that if F(a) has only one element g, then g” is the unique a-opti- 
mal policy. By the two theorems mentioned above, it has been shown that 
some of properties for a discrete Markov decision problem are true to a 
continuous one. 
As mentioned above, the total expected return and the set of a-optimal 
policies depend on a discount factor a. The region of a may be partitioned 
into subregions over each of which some of policies remain optimal. Then it 
is of interest to find such regions and to identify the boundary of the successive 
two optimal policy regions. 
If a0 denotes the boundary of two optimal policy regions, then these two 
optimal policies produce the same total expected return for this discount 
factor 06 . Therefore the two optimal policies are not distinguished at this 
point a.,, . The point a,, is termed an indifference point as was defined by 
Smallwood [4]. He also pointed out for the discrete parameter case that if 
a0 is an indifference point, then there must be two policies that differ in 
only a single state. It is noted that this fact is also true for the continuous 
parameter case. 
Let us discuss how to determine the indifference point. Assume that two 
optimal policies, d and d’, have an indifference point at a = as . If Q, Y and 
Q’, Y’ are the respective Markov infinitesimal generator matrices and expected 
return vectors for the two policies, then the total expected return V must be 
the same at this point a,, . Hence from Eq. (1 l), 
Thus 
v = (a,~1 - Q)-' r = (a01 - Q’)-1 y’ = $ r + $ Q pi 
= irt + $Q’V. 
i(y-r’)+d(Q-Q’)V=O 
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i.e. 
(r - r’) + (Q - Q’) (a,Z - Q)-11’ = 0. (12) 
Since two optimal policies d and a” differ in only a sigle element, Y - r’ has 
one nonzero element and Q - 0’ has one nonzero row. 
Then putting 
S(a) = I,;(d) - 1’&(d’), 
from Eq. (12), for any 01 we have 
and for o( = OL,,  
S(a) = Ar + (AQ) (al - Q)-’ Y, 
S(a,) = 0 = Ar + (AQ) (%I - ,0)-l Y, (13) 
where Ar is a nonzero element of (r - Y’) and AQ is a nonzero row of (Q - Q’). 
Moreover it is noted that Eq. (13) 1s reduced to the Nth degree algebraic 
equation of 01 with real coefficients. Hence Eq. (13) has at most N positive 
roots for 0 < OL < 03. That is to say, the number of regions for different 
optimal policies is at most N + 1 for 0 < a < co. 
Now consider a simple numerical example as is shown in Table 1, called 
the Foreman’s Dilemma, which has been given in “Dynamic Programming 
and Markov Processes” by Howard [2]. 
By using Eq. (13), it can be found that m0 is equal to 4.5. 
TABLE 1 
State 
i 
Action Transition Rate 
a 41 Ii,4 ~(2 I i, 4 
Return 
di, 4 
1 -5 5 6 
1 
2 -2 2 4 
1 4 -4 -3 
2 
Out of Order 2 7 -7 -5 
Figure I illustrates this result. That is to say, for 0 < or < 4.5 the optimal 
policy d is {i} and for 4.5 < 01 < co is {i}, which at the point 01 = 01~ = 4.5, 
the optimal policies consist of two different policies d = {i} and {f}. By the 
detailed comutation, the total expected return V has the same value 
Y = *l = 0.592590 II I . *!2 -ooo7407 
at this point LX,, (= 4.5). 
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FIGURE 1 
From the above discussion, the following Theorem 3 is easily implied. 
THEOREM 3. There exists the a-optimal policy di for any OL E [ai , LX~+J 
such as 0 < 01~ < 0~~ < ‘.. < OL,,~ < CYJ, where m is the number of positive 
roots of Eq. (13) and oli’s are its roots. 
This theorem gives Theorem 4 which is the modification of Veinott’s 
result [5]. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a stationary or-optimal policy for all 
~(0 < 01 < 5x1), and this policy is /?-optimal for all p suficiently near OL, where 
% B E [% 3 ai+Il* 
4. THE SET OF OPTIMAL POLICIES 
In the case of no-discounting 01 = 0, the total expected return T/‘,(?r) is 
is in general infinite. The average gain per unit time defined as 
1 A(x) = lirninf - 
J 
J P(t, T) r(rr(t)) dt 
T 0 
(14) 
is used for this situation. A piecewise constant policy rr* is called optimal if 
A(n*) > A(n) for all piecewise constant policies n. The method of deter- 
mining an optimal stationary policy was given by Miller [I]. 
In this section, some properties of the set of optimal policies are discussed. 
Let A be the set of optimal policies and F be the set defined as 
Throughout this section, it is assumed that g” E 2. 
THEOREM 5. If the policy m belongs to the set A, then 
Kz(4 4d = 49 (15) 
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for all n where 
and 
Proof. Let VT(,) = $- P(t, r) T(B) dt. From the assumption g” E A, 
1 
X(g) = lim sup - max 
T-m I 
T P(5,4 rb-4 dt 
Tn o 
> liT+s:p f VT(rn , g”). 
Now introduce a monotone operator L(f; t) defined as 
L(f;t)~=j~P(s,f)r(f)ds+P(t,f)w 
0 
for a vector w. 
Note that 
vT(%z 7 g") = vT(fi , t, ,*.*,fn , ha Ig”) 
= L(f,; tl)L(f,; $ - h> .‘. L(fn; b - b-1) vT(g"h 
Since 
L(fi; h) vT(g"> = h,( fi) + p(tk , fi) li,(g"), 
f VT(rn , g”) = f (terms which are independent of T) + f P(tl , fi) 
x P(t2 - t, ,fi) *** wn - 4-l ,fn) I, 
= + (terms which are independent of T) + + R,(r) b7T(gm). 
Therefore, as T -+ CO the above equation becomes 
That is 
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On the other hand, from w E A 
Then 
for all n. 
44 = w4 a* 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. If T = (T, , g”) and fi belong to F for 1 < i < n, then the 
policy T belongs to 2. 
Proof. By the assumption n = (rr, , g”) E F and Eq. (15), 
P(s, n) r(n) ds 
= Iim+trf +L( fi; tJL( fi; t, - tJ *.* L( fn; t, - t& V,(g”) 
= R&r) $5 4 V,(g”) = R&r) x(g) = I&(n) x(g) = ‘*a = x(g). 
Consequently 
n- E 2. 
5. SETS OF OPTIMAL POLICIES UNDER DIFFERENT CRITERIA 
In Section 3, some properties for the set of a-optimal policies have been 
discussed. This section is concerned with investigating how the set of a-opti- 
ma1 policies behaves when a discount factor OL tends to zero, and gives the 
limitting properties of a-optimal policies and the set of optimal policies which 
are specified by different optimal criteria. 
Let ?r* be the a-optimal policy defined in Section 3. The policy ‘II is termed 
O-optimal policy if 
v&r*) - V&r) --+ 0 (16) 
as 01 + 0. 
Let F, be the set of O-optimal policies and F’ be the set defined as 
F’=(~EF:~~EF~}, (17) 
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As was shown in Blackwell [6] and Miller [l], let F” be the set defined as 
F” = (~EF :f~ -a,y(.f) >y(g)for allg EA) (18) 
where 
and 
Y(f) = J” (Jyt9.f) - p*(f)) cf) dt 
p*(f) = v-2 q&f). 
By Theorem 13 of Miller [l], F” is the nonempty set of allf E F for which 
f” is O-optimal. Thus, as an immediate consequence of this fact and the 
definition of F’, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. F’ = F”. 
Note that Theorem 7 implies the existence and properties of stationary 
O-optimal policies. 
In the following, a different optimal criterion is introduced. The criterion 
which is the extension of Veinott’s optimal criterion [5, lo] is summarized 
as follows: 
DEFINITION. A stationary policyf” is called the extended Veinott optimal 
if 
~2 + j-U (v,(f”) - V,(g”)) dt b 0 
0 
for all g” EF. 
Let P be the set of the extended Veinott optimal policies. Iff” E & then 
from Eq. (14) 
Vt( f”) - I, 3 0 (19 
for all stationary policy g” E F. 
Thus Eq. (19) is satisfied and the following Theorem 8 holds. 
THEOREM 8. If f m belongs to 2, then f” belongs to the set 7. But the 
contradiction is not always true. 
By using the same method as Veinott in [S], the following Theorem 9 is 
obtained. 
THEOREM 9. The necessary and sufficient condition off EFI is 
lim 1. 
ss “ ’ [qE,f) r(f 1 - W, A r(g)1 dS dt b 0 fijmcL 00 
for all g E F. 
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From the two theorems described above, it follows that if f” E 2, then 
f” eFO. 
On the other hand, the relation between the set A(a) and the set 2 defined 
in Section 3 and 4 is given as follows: 
THEOREM 10. A stationary cu-optimal policy f m is the policy that maximizes 
the averagegain on the class of piecewise constant policies. Therefore, iff * E A(a), 
then f m E ii. 
Proof. From Eq. (4) 
v&d = ,, e-atP(t, r(t)) r(n) dt 
can be regarded as a Laplace transformation of a function P(t, n(t)) Y(T). Thus 
the initial value theorem of Laplace transformation [S] gives as follows: 
iii &&T) = $!!I P(t, n(t)) r(77). 
In particular, for a stationary policy n = f O”, 
P(t,f)-P*(f) ast+oo. 
Then by Theorem 8 of Miller [l], 
= average gain. 
Hence the policy which maximizes V,( f  “) gives the maximum average 
gain. That is, if f  m E A(a), then f  m E d 
It is obvious that if f  m E A(cu), then f  m E F,, and f  u, E v from Theorem 9 
and 10. Moreover, using exactly the same method of proof in Theorem 1, 
the following Theorem 11, as the limittine: case of Theorem 1, is implied. 
THEOREM 11. If rr is a sequence from the set F’, then rr E F, . 
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